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The Wright Way Team is honored to be
included in this year’s Real Trends America’s
Best Real Estate Professionals List
Those ranked are among the top 1.5% of 1.6 million
real estate professionals in the United States!

THANK YOU TOPANGA FOR MAKING US TOPANGA’S
NUMBER ONE TEAM!
#1
#1
#1
#1
#1
#1
#1

IN 2022 TOPANGA HOMES SOLD - 11 HOMES
IN 2022 TOPANGA LISTINGS SOLD - 8 SELLERS
IN 2022 TOTAL TOPANGA SOLD VOLUME - $27 MILLION
IN 2022 TOPANGA LIST PRICE TO SALE PRICE RATIO - 110% +
IN SHORTEST DAYS ON MARKET - 41
HIGHEST AVERAGE PRICE PER SQUARE FOOT SOLD - $1,246
HIGHEST 2022 TOPANGA SALE - $5.3+ MILLION

Simply put, we sell more Topanga Real Estate, faster, and for
more money, than anyone. Call us today to find out how.
@thewrightwayteam
NUMBER ONE TOPANGA TEAM. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING REACH.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material
presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition,
sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to the accuracy of any description. #1 Topanga agents status for homes/listings sold
based on total closed sales in 90290 of both known on and off market YTD via the MLS. Sales volume rounded to nearest million. List price to sale price ratio,
average square footage, and time on market for all agents with at least 5 Topanga sales in 2022. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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Evan and sister Hila Hyatt rocked out the audience with renditions of “Touch the Sky” and “Good Morning
Starshine.” Evan Hyatt (center) sang “Touch the Sky” with the ensemble (l-r) Beya, Sidney, Luci , Vylet, and Rylie.

Eclectic Topanga
It’s true. The reason we can have a newspaper at all (let alone two) is because there is so much going on
in our mountain hamlet and the community is so engaged.
Sometimes it feels like Topanga is the altruistic center of the world where volunteers are the driving
force behind what have become essential services. Nobody gets paid for volunteering, and yet they do
it until burnout with the hope there’s someone to replace them. (Newcomers Take Note!)
Consider what we have here serving our community: On the civic duty side, Arson Watch, TCEP,
CERT, Town Council, TASC, and Trash Warriors. Boy and Girl Scout Moms and Dads pitch in for
their children as future citizens. The Canyon Sages provide monthly senior dinners (now on hiatus
until September); the Topanga Community Center and its Memorial Day Topanga Days Parade; the
Topanga Symphony; the Women’s Circle; and the innumerable individuals who volunteer to bring food
and services to our elders as they did during the worst of COVID and continue to do so. Even the kids
join in Beach Cleanup Days.
It’s fire season. How about signing up with Arson Watch for starters? (See Page 4)
While COVID has somewhat lessened and may yet surge again, public places are opening up, with
a caveat, of course, that more viruses are waiting for their turn.
Topanga’s church that houses the Topanga Christian Fellowship, is an official California Point of
Historic Interest. It has once again opened its doors to rehearsal space for the Topanga Symphony, AA
meetings, Sunday services, and tomorrow for a workshop, Prophetic Dreams & Visions (see below).
There are many mentions in the Bible of a time when people, like Joseph and Noah, paid attention to
prophetic dreams and visions. And God.
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Prophetic Dreams & Visions, July 9
Are you a dreamer? The Topanga Christian Fellowship will host a workshop entitled, “We Were Like
Those Who Dream,” on Saturday, July 9, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., with Pastor John Klein of Let’s Go
Ministries. Klein brings the historical stories of the Bible up to date as living testimony for our time.
In a dream, a vision of the night, when sound sleep falls on men, while they slumber in their
beds, then He opens the ears of men, and seals their instruction…”—Job, 33:15-16
“When there is a prophet among you, I, the Lord, reveal myself to them in visions, I speak to
them in dreams.” —Numbers 12:6
A free-will offering will be taken to support this ministry. RSVP by July 8: jpklein1@gmail.com.
The Topanga Christian Fellowship is located at 269 Old Topanga Canyon Road, Topanga, CA 90290.

Camp Cabaret
On Page 11, columnist Paula LaBrot turned her column, All Things Connected, into a rave review
for Antonia Bath’s annual Camp Cabaret showcasing some of Topanga’s youngest performers, among
them Evan Hyatt and friends (above) whose photo didn’t fit on page 11. It was too cute to miss, so we
included it here. While there was technology involved, LaBrot writes, this was “pure Jedi Topanga.”
—Flavia Potenza

Correction
In our Topanga Days coverage (The Canyon Chronicle, June 10.
2022, Vol3, No. 11), we wrongly identified Adam Noble Roberts,
who has been MC of the Topanga Days Fair for 12 years. We
know Adam as a brilliant and funny improv coach “for hire all
the time,” as well as an actor who works in film and TV. For info:
nobleloaf@gmail.com.

Valerie Walsh created this painting on paper
in the 1980s for prints, cards, and a tea
company, all in Topanga. “It reflects my deep
love of Topanga, the mountains, the creek,
and the beauty we are blessed with every day.”
(valeriegalerie.com) It also reminds us that
summer nights are full of shooting stars, a good
time to turn out the lights and enjoy the light
show in the dark sky. (darksky.org)
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News
Topanga Arson Watch Seeking Volunteers
If you have lived in Topanga for 25
years you have lived here a long time.
However, you have not lived here
long enough to remember the fire of
November 1993. That fire burned for
10 days from the top of Old Topanga
Canyon to the coast in Malibu
destroying over 300 homes, scorching
thousands of acres and taking the lives
of three people. Sound familiar? The
recent Woolsey fire that swept into
Malibu in 2018 was even worse. As
you read about wild fires throughout
California and the west, you may
think we are safe and well protected,
but if you were here in November
1993 or 2018 you know what danger
we face living in Topanga.

Residents were ordered to evacuate during the Palisades Fire in May 2021.

That’s all good news, but don’t get
complacent. There is no guarantee
against another devastating fire like
those of 1993 or 2018 and Topangans
must be ever alert to the probability
of fire.
The best scenario for what has
become a year-round fire season
is prevention. Topanga, along
with Malibu, Calabasas, Agoura,
and Chatsworth, has a volunteer
organization called Arson Watch. It
is a program under the L.A. County
Sheriff ’s Department which consists
of local volunteers who patrol on
Red Flag days throughout the Santa
Monica mountains. While most
folks think of arson as a demented
individual purposely starting fires,
most arson is merely the act of a

Topanga is well protected but...
First, LA County Fire has worked
hard to provide extensive firefighting
capability in Topanga and its environs
including excellent documentation
on prevention and evacuation
(“Ready. Set. Go!” handbook, INSERT
WEBSITE), regular fire drills,
additional resources on Red Flag
days, and most recently, 69 Bravo, a
state-of-the-art helistop and water
resource that can simultaneously
supply four firefighting helicopter
tankers (69bravo.com/about).
Additionally,
the
extensive
network of fire roads throughout the
Santa Monica Mountains have been
groomed and cleared for access if a
fire comes.

Thinking About Buying
or Selling a Home?
EXPERIENCE SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
Responsiveness.
Attention to Detail.
Results.

KIRSTEN BOHMAN
(310) 403-4818
KirstenBohman@gmail.com
IG: vacayeveryday4life

KTLA

careless individual. This can be
careless smoking, tossing a cigarette
from a vehicle, unsafe brush clearing,
use of off-road vehicles, or electric
power line issues.
Arson Watch volunteers are
trained in what to spot and how to

tactfully advise the public regarding
dangerous behaviors during Red
Flag events and how to respond
when problems are encountered.
Arson Watch is funded by grants and
generous donations from our local
communities, but at its core are its
volunteers.
The average Arson Watch
volunteer patrols on Red Flag days
and has a minimum requirement
of only 30 hours per year. A typical
year will have up to a dozen Red Flag
events. Patrols are on designated
routes and take anywhere from two
to four hours.
Additionally, your hours count
towards maintaining our status as
a Firewise community which saves
money on your fire insurance. If you
enjoy our beautiful mountain roads
and have some time to support your
community please contact Arson
Watch for application details: info@
arsonwatch.com; arsonwatch.com.

LETTERS
What I Did on the Day We Lost Roe vs. Wade
On June 24, I was going to
go to the Westwood Federal
building but going down
Topanga Canyon Blvd.,
there where hundreds of
cars inching Northbound
on the highway, so I turned
around and pulled up at
Pine Tree Circle (stolen indigenous
burial ground, another story). I ran
into Topanga Homegrown and asked if
they had a metal hanger but they only
had wooden ones (maybe a previous
sign of the times that metal hangers
had become obsolete. Sigh). A woman
in the store made a sign instead, which
I accepted as her participation in
activism for that day. (Gotta pull people
in where you can!). She owned it.
I ended up going down to the
Topanga Creek Center across the
Boulevard to the cleaners that looked
more like a 1960s used clothing
boutique. It was also hard for the
owner to find metal hangers, too, but
she had a few with the paper on to give
me. “You know you have to teach them

about natural herbal birth
control. They shouldn’t
just get pregnant,” she
said. The sole shopper, a
woman, nodded her head
in agreement. I felt chills
of anger creep into me.
“ Not everyone gets that
choice or access to that,” I replied. The
shopper did concur about it being a
woman’s right.
Back up on the Boulevard, I
hung my hanger below my sign by
punching a little hole. Many folks
honked or waved. Too many looked
the other way. Then there were three
different white males that gave me
the finger. One gave it sideways and
the other two gave it to me straight
up. I’ll tell you, I had such an invasive
experience of sexual assault with the
two straight ups. It was a horrifyingly
visceral message of patriarchal
oppression. This is what the gutting
of Roe vs. Wade truly is. Putting us
back in our places.
—Kathleen Hernandez

More Flexibility in Mandated Water Restrictions

137 S. Topanga Canyon Blvd.
DRE# 00528707
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Howdy!
I’m hoping that in the next
edition of The Canyon Chronicle, you
can update the erroneous drought
conservation guidelines that were
published in the June 10 edition.
Waterworks has since come to their
senses and corrected the edict that
outdoor watering is only permitted
from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. and is not
permitted during daylight hours. A
friend of mine fell while attempting
to adhere to the guidelines by
watering her sloping yard after dark
via flashlight after just a few days of
the ill-advised restrictions.
Not all yards have automated
watering systems so here is updated

information for more details and
flexibility: https://dpw.lacounty.gov/wwd/
web/Conservation/droughtinfo.aspx.
A better, less draconian explanation
can be found in the FAQs: https://dpw.
lacounty.gov/wwd/web/Conservation/
DroughtInfoFAQ.aspx
Thank you!
—Maureen Kemper
LACWD has a Water Shortage
Contingency Plan, which provides
details on how LACWD responds in
the event of a declared water emergency
or water shortage condition. For more
information or a copy of the plan,
please visit lacwaterworks.org; or call
(626) 300-3313

ARRL Field Day
Topanga HAMS Participate in Radio Field Day
By Annemarie Donkin

N

atural disasters can disrupt
the internet and cell phone
service, making it nearly impossible
to communicate using conventional
methods. If the “Bad Thing”
happens (fire, earthquake, Zombie
Apocalypse), count on Topanga’s
HAM operators to be on the air
24/7 to listen for and relay vital
information.
Topanga’s radio teams even use
the newest tech, Win Link Global
Radio®, which is capable of operating
completely without the internet—
automatically—using smart-network
radio relays.
This year, to use and learn
those skills, the Topanga Coalition
for
Emergency
Preparedness
(T-CEP), the DRT and the Disaster
Communications Service-22 (DCS22) of the Lost Hills Sheriff ’s Station
joined with thousands of Amateur
Radio operators in Canada and North
America to practice their emergency
communication
capabilities
in
the annual Field Day exercise
coordinated by the American Radio
Relay League (ARRL).
Every year on the fourth
weekend of June—this year,
from 11 a.m. on June 25 to 11 a.m.
on June 26—the T-CEP and DRT
teams set up extra antennas at the
Emergency Operations Center in
Topanga to reach as many stations
as possible.
Among the participants at
this year’s Field Day was ‘HAM
Whisperer’ Norm Goodkin, Topanga
locals James Grasso, Bryce Anderson,
Eric Fitzgerald, Keith Tomlinson,
Terry Cox, Mark Sage, and Roya
Fouladi, who came all the way from
Orange County.
The Field Day is also a
competition, where more than
35,000 contestants from all over the
United States and Canada compete
‘off the grid’ to see how far their
direct radio contacts can go without
using repeaters.
“It was a North American contest,”
wrote James Grasso of T-CEP. “I had
several contacts in Hawaii, Florida,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia

PHOTOS BY XXXXXXXXXXXX

Field Day volunteer members of T-CEP and the Topanga Disaster Radio Team (DRT) (from left ) are Mike Sage (standing),
Norm Goodkin and James Grasso (seated), Keith Tomlinson, Terry Cox, Bryce Anderson, and HAM volunteer from Orange
County Roya Fouladi.

and Georgia, most of the Canadian
Provinces and probably [more than]
35 states. I suspect that among all of
us we hit all 50 states and likely all
the Canadian provinces.”
The Topanga teams also boast
capabilities to send messages via Win
Link Global Radio Email®️, “which
is a network of amateur radio and
authorized government stations that
provide worldwide radio email using
radio pathways where the internet is
not present.”
• For more information regarding
Field Day or the Disaster Radio
Team, contact DRT@TCEP.org.
• To learn more about Amateur
Radio: emergency-radio.org.
• For more information on getting
a ham license in the greater L.A
area, contact Norm Goodkin at
hamclass.goodkin.net.

T-CEP volunteer James Grasso monitors the custom patch board that links HAM
radios to repeaters for ARRL Field Day weekend, June 25-26.

FREE Wildfire & Disaster NOAA
Weather Alert Radios
SAVE THE DATES! August 13
and 16. Free NOAA Weather Alert
Radios will be given out on Saturday,
August 13, 10 a.m.–12 p.m. and on
Tuesday, August 16, 5 p.m.–7 p.m.
at the Topanga Public Library, 122
N. Topanga Cyn. Blvd., Topanga,
CA 90290. The radios are provided
by a grant program for L.A. County
residents living within Very High Fire
Hazard Severity Zones, where poor
cell coverage and/or power outages
occur during a disaster. Complete a
NOAA Weather Radio Distribution
Form (LACoFD Division 7) (google.
com) (bit.ly/LACORadio7) prior to

picking up the radio. One member
of each household must provide
their contact information to be used
only for grant auditing. For more
information:
Megan.currier@fire.
lacounty.gov.
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RUDE INTERRUPTIONS
Constitutionally Infirm
by Joel Bellman

W

hen I was growing up, school
taught me t wo principal
things about the U.S. Constitution.
It was primarily a conservative
document, in the sense that it was
about constraining government
power in order to protect individual
rights (reserving some rights, like
voting, only for citizens). It was also
a “living document,” whose meaning
and relevance depended on evolving
historical and political developments,
implying an increasingly expansive
view of rights and liberties to keep
pace with the times.
I remember an elementary
teacher playing us a well-intended
but dull educational record album
titled, “The Living Constitution of the
United States,” on the clunky little
classroom phonograph, featuring
an earnest troupe of former radio
actors dramatizing “mankind’s
most inspired design for the selfgovernment of a free people.”
How wrong and naive that all
seems now!
As you read this, the infamous
Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health
Organization decision stripping
away half a century of women’s
reproductive rights is two weeks old,
and the real fallout is only beginning.
Others have made this point, but it
bears repeating: as Justice Clarence
Thomas noted in his concurrence

in Dobbs, if the Roe opinion was
constitutionally
infirm—fatally
flawed, and therefore legally invalid—
on the grounds that imputed
abortion rights are purportedly
not rooted in American history
or tradition, then other rulings
expanding rights to contraception,
same-sex relationships, and samesex marriage are equally flawed and
should be reconsidered. Because
they were “demonstrably erroneous,”
Thomas wrote, the Supreme Court

JUST LISTED

2621 TOPANGA SKYLINE DR, TOPANGA CA 90290

PRICE IS

$1,800,000

3 BEDROOMS I 4 BATHROOMS I 1,680 SQFT

Stunning Views From Impeccable A-Frame In Topanga Canyon. This tri-level mountain home features 4bedrooms and is designed to take in light and nature from its cathedral-like windows, tiered decks and
walkways, manicured gardens, and a surround of pristine land for expanding! An open kitchen with newer
appliances, marble counters, storage and pantry opens to a large dining room that can be used as an
additional bedroom. On the upper level, the master loft bedroom is an inspiring escape with its sweeping
views, separate office space, en suite bathroom, and private outdoor deck. The lower level has two bedrooms
that share a full bathroom, walk-in closet and sliding glass doors that open to the private garden. There is a 2car garage with workspace, and driveway parking for multiple vehicles. Compelling features include a woodburning fireplace, solar panels, a rooftop deck, waterfall and the ever-present mountain views. Located on a
corner lot just minutes to the center of town this bright, beautiful home offers both serenity and convenience.
Come see, and make this your forever home!

TANYA STARCEVICH

Realtor® | DRE# 01864259
RANKED TOP 10% KELLER WILLIAMS
C: 310-739-4216 I F: 310-774-3801
www.tanyashouses.com
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Each office is independently owned and
operated. DRE#01499010

has a “duty to correct the error” and
overrule those decisions. And if the
Court, as seems likely, can’t locate
those rights in other constitutional
provisions, then those rights, too,
might fall victim to the whims of
reactionary red-state Republican
legislatures.
The most frustrating and
tragic aspect of these appalling
developments is that they were
foreseeable and avoidable. The
constitutional frailty of the Roe
reasoning, based as it was on an
implied right of privacy instead of
equal protection or another provision
more clearly spelled out, has been
no secret. No less an eminent jurist,
and progressive heroine, than the
late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
frequently and consistently criticized
the Roe decision not because the
result was wrong, but because she was
astute enough to recognize that its
reasoning was legally vulnerable. In
speeches and interviews, she worried
publicly that the Court had moved
too far, too fast, and that prevailing
in that case had made women’s
rights advocates complacent and
stalled further progress in changing
public opinion and enacting
explicit statutory protections for
reproductive freedom, at both the
state and federal level.
While Democrats and progressives
expediently relied on the courts to do
the heavy lifting of securing abortion
rights, Republicans and anti-choice
activists stole a march, filling the
federal judiciary and state legislatures
with anti-abortion zealots, and
enacting law after law restricting
or outlawing abortion, which have
been quietly sitting there like little
bombs, awaiting the day when a
future court would touch match to
fuse and blow up everything. And, as
Thomas has hinted, abortion rights
will be only the first casualty, not the

last, of this long-range plan. Look
for new restrictions on a variety of
consensual adult sexual activity—
and why stop there?
It’s not hard to imagine such a farright court bent on “originalism”—
the notion that if the white male slaveowning 18th-century framers didn’t
spell it out, it’s not a constitutional
right—could conjure up legal
arguments reinstating the separatebut-equal doctrine, invalidating
voting rights and anti-discrimination
statutes, workplace safety and
environmental protections, and a
whole raft of progressive 20th century
legislation whose protections too
many of all political persuasions now
take for granted as integral elements
of an economically and politically
advanced society.
As the blizzard of radical-right
SCOTUS opinions raged, the
January 6th Committee has been
methodically laying out the alarming
details of the violent insurrection and
auto-coup attempt masterminded
by the former president and people
within and associated with his
administration. But while the inside
criminal plot thankfully failed,
he and his Republican allies have
achieved stunning success in their
outside game of stacking the federal
judiciary and brazenly stealing
Supreme Court seats by blocking
one Obama appointment on a
pretext and conveniently discarding
it later to ram through a last-minute
Trump appointment.
Federal judges are appointed for
life, of course, with impeachment the
only (and vanishingly rare) avenue
for their removal. “The evil that men
do lives after them,” Shakespeare
wrote, and long after Trump is
gone, their case law and SCOTUS
decisions will still be ruling our lives.
If you believe in a vital and living
Constitution, not a mummified
relic of a bygone, patriarchal,
white-supremacist age, that’s why
Democrats must retain the Senate,
which confirms these judges, and
by a large enough margin that
we’ll no longer be held hostage to
senators from lightly populated and
unrepresentative states like Arizona
and West Virginia. And we must pass
laws protecting rights, rather than
relying on judicial interpretations
of the Constitution alone that invite
the current Republican justices to
seize future opportunities to reverse
those decisions and strip more of
those rights away.
As in Roe, many rights we
take for granted (contraception,
same-sex relationships, interracial
marriage) come from an expanded
view of the Constitution as a living
document, intended to keep pace
with the times. That’s the only cure
for the infirmities plaguing our
Constitution in these dark times.

TheCanyonChronicle.com
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Above: Poster for The Runner
Right: Composer and filmmaker Matthew Ferraro proudly displays his “Best Score
Short Film” award from the American Documentary and Animation Film Festival.

C

omposer and filmmaker
Matthew
Ferraro’s
short
documentary, The Runner, is
beginning to run away with awards
and invitations to other festivals.
In April, the film was chosen
to be one of the opening films at
The American Documentary and
Animation Film Festival in Palm
Springs, where it was widely praised.
It went on to premiere in June at
the Marina del Rey Film Festival
where the composer walked away
with the award for Best Score Short

Documentary Film, selected from
about 300 film scores.
The Runner is an inspiring film
about a friend’s journey through
mental health challenges that he
overcomes through running and
different psychological therapies
to overcome his severe depression
and anxiety.
“I’m honored to receive the
award,” Ferraro said. “We made
the film to help my friend and
to contribute to a healthier
conversation around these issues.

PHOTO XXXXXXXXXXXX

Local Composer Wins
‘Best Score’ Award
It’s an inspiring true story at a
time when the need to address and
destigmatize mental health has
come to the world stage.”
The film continues to show in
cities across the U.S., Canada and
the U.K. by the BBC and Channel
4. Ferraro encourages filmgoers
to look for the documentary in
local theaters or streaming in the

months ahead.
On August 15 The Runner has
been accepted to the Au Contraire
Film Festival in Montreal, Canada,
celebrating 10 Years of Breaking
Mental Health Stigma. The film
shows again along with five other
award-winning short documentary
films Sept 28th, at the IPIC theatre
in Westwood.

19696 Grand View Dr. $1,150,000
IN ESCROW

Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#01203202

310.455.2540
Mobile 310.804.8607
TopangaHomesOnline.com

Charming two bedroom, two bath, View home in Fernwood area of Topanga
Canyon. This sweet home is located on approx. 4/10 of an acre with
amazing trees and panoramic views. This home has multiple wrap around
viewing decks and a spacious custom stone patio. Perfect for entertaining!
There’s also a large flat grassy lawn and a detached studio – Office. Very
private and quiet. Lovely garden setting. Close to hiking trails, PCH, and
Malibu’s most beautiful beaches.

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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ALL PHOTOS BY ED O’NEILL, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED

Topanga before today

The Stone House, Part 9: ‘A Pres
By Pablo Capra

“W

hen I was 12 years old, I saw a remote house in the hills in
Coldwater Canyon and thought, ‘That’s the ideal life!’” Ed
O’Neill remembers. He was raised in Los Angeles by a single mother
and her parents, who had lived through the Depression and revered the
self-sufficient rustic lifestyle of the Californios, the Mexican ranchers of
the 19th century.
At USC, he studied Civil Engineering and, in 1985, he started the
Ed O’Neill Construction Company, building and developing private
properties. Along the way, he learned to speak Spanish like a Californio,
“which is almost a requirement on construction sites in Southern
California,” he says. Finally, in 2000, he discovered his dream house in
the hills of Topanga.
“I was looking for a property with land, and the only ones available
then were the former Elysium “clothing optional” resort and the stone
house ranch. I was drawn to the stone house after learning its history
from the owners, Ingrid Lindquist and Dede Potvin.”
He moved in with girlfriend Felice Willat and her teenage daughters,
Amber and Harper. Felice had cofounded the Day Runner company
that sells daily planners. She had a flair for travel photography, and
showed her work at the Topanga Canyon Gallery. The 1960s owner of
the stone house, Marvin Zeidler (b.1928), happened to be Felice’s family
friend, so she surprised him by bringing him over for dinner. Marvin
was delighted when he recognized the place.
Another coincidence was that Ed had gone to high school with Dawn
and Libby, the granddaughters of the 1940s owner, Anthony Heinsbergen
(1894-1981). After the article “An Artist in the Family” revealed her
family’s Topanga history (TCC, 03-18-2022), Dawn reconnected with
Ed and visited the stone house for the first time.
With a historian’s care, an artist’s style, a builder’s expertise, and
excellent help, Ed set about restoring the stone house. He hid steel
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beams in the walls to reinforce the damage from the 1994 Northridge
Earthquake. He remodeled the sagging barn into one of the most
beautiful structures on the property. He installed a water tank, a
pump, and hydrants to fight wildfires. He worked with USC professor
Bob Perry, a native plant expert, to replace the eucalyptus, pine, and
cypress trees with oaks, sycamores, shrubs, and grasses. And he turned
the horse-riding arena back into a vineyard with the help of vintner
Gary Burke.
“I like the vineyard because it’s authentic to what the first owner,
Frederico Joseph Mazet, had in the 19th century, and because it uses
little water. I sometimes make wine for myself and friends, but most
years the grapes hang on the vine until the deer eat them.”
He’s equally interested in preserving the Native American history,
and collects local artifacts. Meanwhile, he has increased the size of
his property from 14 to 18 acres by buying neighboring parcels, and
enhanced the ranch’s character by adding tons of new stones.
“In 2015, I learned Ventura County was dredging the creek and had a
mountain of rocks that looked like they came from my house. I brought
in 15 truckloads to restore the buildings and driveway, and built a wall,
a fountain, and a patio.”
In 2009, the Topanga Historical Society asked Ed to host their annual
picnic and give a talk about the stone house (See YouTube). Soon after,
he joined the Board; and in 2020, he became the President. He’s also the
President of City Hearts, a Topanga charity founded by Bob and Sherry
Jason that brings art classes to inner-city schools. And he’s the former
President of the AIDS charity, Let There Be Hope, based in Beverly Hills.
In 2014, Felice moved to Santa Barbara. At the time, Ed was working
for Elton John and David Furnish, and learned from their team how to
use a surrogate to start a family by himself. He now has two sons: Shane,
7, and Dillon, 5, both bilingual Spanish speakers like their dad. “When
I first brought them to school, the teacher misunderstood and asked if
they spoke English,” he proudly reports. He enjoys taking them on trips

PHOTO BY ANNEMARIE DONKIN

Left: The stone house, November 2021
Above: Folklorico dancers Leilani Cifuentes and Sariah Redondo performed at the 90th birthday
party of Rose Wiley, who lays a hand on host Ed O’Neill’s shoulder, on October 24, 2021.
Right, top: Shane O’Neill and nanny, Griselda Orozco, on the first day of school, 2020.
Right: An abandoned tractor on the ranch (2022), a reminder of days gone by.

sident of Heart and History’
to small towns to share his love of early California.
The friends, partners, and workers on the ranch he considers his
extended family.
“The history of the ranch isn’t just reflected by whose name is on
the deed. It weaves together many lives,” he says. “Some people stay for
days, others for years. There’s always lots of work to be done. Caretaker
Juan Carlos Sanchez moved here from El Salvador and has become an
invaluable part of the family. So has Griselda Orozco, who came from
Guatemala with her husband, daughter, and two grandchildren to help
me raise my boys. Our kids’ birthdays usually involve piñatas and at least
40 children.”
In November 2020, Ed, his sons, and their nanny Griselda were
among the first people in Topanga to catch COVID-19. Ed suffered the
most, with a fever that wouldn’t break until he went to the emergency
room and got antibiotics. Two people close to him later died from the
virus: his stepfather and a coworker who did flooring for his company,
including the floors of the stone house.
Like Bill Buerge’s Mountain Mermaid and Janek Dombrowa’s
Rosewood, Ed’s ranch serves as an alternative community house
for Topanga. Ed has hosted birthdays like Rose Wiley’s 90th in 2021,
weddings like his sister Allison’s in 2006, a baptism for his coworker
Ignacio Menchaca’s grandchild, charity auctions, memorials, and many
holiday gatherings. Occasionally, the barn even becomes a makeshift
church for a congregation from Central America.
Ed never charges for the events on the ranch. His generosity and
historical perspective are expressed when he explains, “Gold was created
when some star exploded billions of years ago. You hold it for a fraction
of a second.”
Pablo Capra is the Archivist for the Topanga Historical Society
and author of “Topanga Beach: A History” (2020). More at
topangahistoricalsociety.org.

Shane and Dillon O’Neill, 2022

This ends our story of a stone house and its owners.
We’ve surprised ourselves with all that we’ve learned,
and encourage you to discover what makes your
Topanga unique. History is whatever you care about.
History is everywhere if you look closely enough. As
William Blake said, you can “see a World in a Grain of
Sand.” The Archive at the THS is a great place to start.
—Pablo Capra
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ARTS
The West Side Waltz Plays the Right Notes
Reviewed by Annemarie Donkin

Left: All in the family: Ellen Geer
as Margaret Mary Elderdice
takes center stage with her
real-life daughter, Willow
Geer as the live-in companion,
Robin Bird (left), to the aging
Margaret Mary, and her real-life
sister, Melora Marshall (right),
who plays her neighbor Cara
Varnum, whose violin can’t quite
get the notes right.

W

Below left: Ellen Geer as
Margaret Mary Elderdice and
Melora Marshall as her doting
neighbor Cara Varnum strike
up a waltz.
Below: Miguel Perez is
perfection as the overburdened
apartment super, Sergio.

PHOTOS BY IAN FLANDERS

ill
Geer’s
Theatricum
Botanicum presents a spirited
revival of The West Side Waltz by
Academy Award-winning writer
Ernest Thompson (On Golden Pond).
The play focuses on Margaret Mary
Elderdice, an elderly former concert
pianist (masterfully portrayed by
Ellen Geer, the Theatricum’s artistic
director. Strong and proud, Margaret
Mary lives in a vast, yet dingy Upper
West Side apartment and adamantly
refuses to accept help from anyone.
While her apartment may be
threadbare, her mind is sharp as ever
and she never misses an opportunity
to dispense life wisdom to anyone
who will listen.
Her great passion, however, is
playing waltzes with her doting,
violin-playing
neighbor,
Cara
Varnum (in a beautiful performance
by Melora Marshall).
Yet, with her health now in serious
decline, Margaret Mary faces reality
and engages a young woman from
Brooklyn as a live-in companion. As
the gum-snapping, would-be actress
Robin Bird, Willow Geer delivers a
humorous and affecting performance
which sets up the tumultuous scenes
in Act II.
Rounding out the ensemble is
Miguel Pérez, in a commanding
performance as Serge, the building’s
good-natured super. Charles Lin is

perfectly cast as Glen, a brash young
attorney with eyes for Robin.
The Theatricum’s Adaptation
“When Ellen approached me about
a production at Theatricum, I re-

read the play, which I hadn’t looked
at since we made the movie,” says
Thompson. “It’s been a gift and
a privilege to go back in and dig
deeper into the relationships
among these three women, to
investigate them anew and give
the play more gravitas than it had
before. The play gets done all over
the world, but not as much in the
U.S., partly because of the difficulty
that ‘playing the music’ places on
the performers. But I also think
that perhaps it’s because I never
really finished the play and now
I’ve had a chance to finish it.”
Considering the main theme of
the play and the age of the audience,
Act I could have been severely cut
by the director, who allowed the
actors to wander the stage instead
of tightening scenes to focus on the
material.
Granted, while some of the
humor comes from Cara’s inability
to carry a tune, it was not integral
to the plot. Perhaps a more realistic
approach would be if the music had
been played offstage or use a record
player as the source of the waltzes,
instead of the actors pretending to
play onstage, which was somewhat
disracting.
Not unexpected, the performances
were outstanding and the play is
heartwarming; seeing the great Ellen
Geer onstage is absolutely the best
reason to see this production!
Waltzing on Broadway
Thompson’s stage play of “Waltz,”
starred
Katharine
Hepburn,
Dorothy Loudon and Regina Bass.
It ran at the Ahmanson Theater in
January 1981 and toured to sold-out
houses across the country. The play
went on to Broadway ten months
later, opening on Nov. 19, 1981 at
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the Ethel Barrymore Theatre for
126 performances where Hepburn
was nominated for a Tony. The
1995 film adaptation starred Shirley
MacLaine, Liza Minnelli and Jennifer
Grey.
Directed by Mary Jo DuPrey The
West Side Waltz, runs June 25 through
Oct. 1 at the company’s beautiful
outdoor venue under the oaks in
Topanga as part of the 2022 Summer
Repertory Season sponsored by the
S. Mark Taper Foundation.
The creative team includes
lighting designer Zach Moore; set
designer/prop master John Eslick
and costume designer Beth Eslick.
Music compilation and sound
design are by Marshall McDaniel.
Karen Osborne is the production
stage manager, assisted by JP
Pollinger.
Tickets range from $10–$42.
Premium seating is available for $60.
Children 4 and under are free. There
will be one Pay-What-You-Will
performance (cash only at the door)
on Friday, July 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Bring a Blanket!
The outdoor amphitheaters at Will
Geer’s Theatricum Botanicum are
terraced into the hillside of the rustic
canyon. Audience members are
advised to dress casually (warmly
for evenings) and bring cushions for
bench seating or rent them for $2.
The theater is located at 1419 North
Topanga Canyon Blvd. in Topanga.
Patrons are welcome to arrive early
and picnic before a performance.
Check the Theatricum website prior
to each performance for current, upto-date Covid-19 safety protocols.
For a complete schedule of
performances and to purchase
tickets, call (310) 455-3723 or visit
theatricum.com.

ALL THINGS CONNECTED

Antonia Bath, Founder and
Director of Camp Cabaret for 22
years, takes a bow.

PHOTO BY EMMA FARKAS

Rylie Applegate waiting to go on.

Five-year-old Luther Geer-Polin performed a seven-minute piece
from Hamilton.

ALL PHOTOS BY PAULA LABROT EXCEPT AS NOTED

Sidney Blue Haas (center) in ensemble number from Annie, “Hard Knock Life.”

Tejas Peterson sang the Beatles song, “Julia,”
a tender, romantic love song which he sang
with all his heart and melted everyone into
puddles.

Real, not Virtual Connections at Camp Cabaret
By Paula LaBrot

W

hat a night it was at Camp Cabaret on
June 24!
Topanga’s soul shone through the
performances of campers culminating their
two-week musical theater experience in a
show that spotlighted each and every member
of this joyous company.
Camp Cabaret, in its 22nd year of providing
an outdoor musical theater experience for
children, belongs to and was founded by Queen
of the Fairies of Goodness, Antonia Bath, who
has a knack for pulling performances out of
the shyest little members of the company and
encouraging the fiery light within the stageloving, performance-loving others.
Ranging in age from 5 to 12, student actors
treated an appreciative and engaged audience to
solos, duets and ensemble numbers performed
with sparkling hair and make-up, costume
changes, and outstanding choreography.
Among the many talented performers, fiveyear-old Luther Geer-Polin astounded the

audience with his seven-minute, completely
memorized delivery of Alexander Hamilton
from “Hamilton.”
Vic Burkon, seven-year Camp Cabaret
Camper, won the hearts and souls of everyone
as she belted out her “Rose’s Turn” from Gypsy.
Wow! She has definitely got ‘IT!’
Teyjas brought people to tears with his
tender delivery of “Julia,” and sisters Evan
and Hila Hyatt rocked out the audience with
renditions of “Touch the Sky” and “Good
Morning Starshine.”
Sidney Blue Haas, my own grand-daughter,
had the time of her life, rehearsing and
performing with kids who truly supported
each others performances and rolled with the
punches of live performance—they really were
a jolly company!
Topanga grandparents, Topanga homegrown parents, and new members of the
community were all treated to an Aerial
performance at intermission by Zoe Tashjian
and Birdie Douglass, assisted by Mackenzie
Runyon, one of the many, hard-working, local

teen counselors who assist with the juniors
before producing their own show coming up in
August. It was a magical night for everyone—
genuine, warm and filled with good will.
There was technology involved. Lights,
wireless mics, sound boards. But this
wonderful evening was pure Jedi Topanga.
There was a network, a human network
where all things were connected. A human
network of imagination, music, love,
appreciation and gratitude. There was an
invisible loop connecting the audience and
the performers. The actors lifted the audience,
and the audience sent that energy right back
to the stage. The connections in that loop
were not virtual, they were real, not driven by
artificial algorithms but genuine. Handcrafted
costumes, handcrafted scenery, handcrafted
children. My kind of night! (BTW, you can get
the same wonderful experience at Will Geer’s
Theatricum Botanicum, theatricum.com.)
Antonia Bath is a treasure in our community.
Viva Topanga!
Vamos a ver!
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LONG DISTANCE LISTENING PARTY
Whack as Heck!
By Miles Erickson

T

here’s a common cliche that says
every song is either about love
or death. I think the worst thing
about love is that it inspires people
to want to make music and most
people are terrible songwriters.
I’ve noticed lately that a lot
of people include Venmo links
in their Instagram bios. I’m sure
its tempting, but Stephanie has
300 followers and a profile whose
content consists of like seven selfies
posted over the course of four
years. Who stumbles upon her page
and feels the insatiable desire to
wire her 20 bucks? Keep in mind
I’m speaking specifically about
Venmo, not something like Patreon
[a subscription service that helps
creators and artists earn a monthly
income by providing rewards
and perks to their subscribers
Wikipedia). There are no feet pics
locked behind a paywall in this
scenario.
Normally, I don’t give money
to causes online. I’m pretty
desensitized to caring about things
in general. I have no intention of
donating money to contribute to
Brandon’s pay-my-rent kickstarter.
I did, however, give $30 to the lady
who started a GoFundMe trying
to raise money to buy a bison skull
so she could put a hex on Brett
Kavanaugh.
Watching the January 6th
hearings, they showed segments
of Rudy Giuliani’s deposition, and
then Rachel Maddow debated with
her guest pundits, speculating as
to weather Giulliani had perjured
himself. You idiots! Everyone knows
the best way to get Rudy to tell the
truth is to offer him $200 on Cameo,
where you can get personalized
videos from thousands of celebraties.
Also, I find it incredibly convenient
that the Supreme Court’s ruling
on Roe (and Clarence Thomas’
follow-up
statement
regarding
contraception and LGBTQ rights)
was coincidentally released in a
manner that took attention away
from the January 6th hearings, while
the very same January 6 committee
is currently investigating Clarence
Thomas’s wife. I don’t have a joke for
that, it’s just whack as heck.
Last night I googled “why am I
so lonely” and 20 minutes later an
NSA agent showed up with flowers
and chocolates.
Long Distance Listening Party
VOL. 12
This playlist is available on
Spotify. Search “Long Distance

Listening Party” or my username,
Mileserickson-354.
• Ball of the Dead Rat. The Teeth
• Since You Were Not Mine, She
Drew The Gun
• Ballrooms of Mars, T. Rex
• Magenta Mountain, King
Gizzard and the Wizard Lizard
• Midnight Surprise, Lightspeed
Champion
• Girlie, Alexandra Savior
• It’s Gonna Be (Alright), Ween
• Mind Games, John Lennon
• Manhattan, Cat Power
I always love me a good rock
organ. The vocals remind me of a
drunk guy trying to work out his
post-breakup emotions through
karaoke. I can appreciate that. The
singing kind of has that “dad trying
to sing the frozen sound track
because his daughter asked him
to and he’s trying his best but not
totally nailing it” vibe. I’ve noticed
that most of my favorite songs have
these slight imperfections that give
it character. Ween is a great example
of this because most of their songs
are a complete mess, even the good
ones, and yet they’re one of my
favorite bands. I appreciate the raw
emotion.
Magenta Mountain King Gizzard
and the Wizard Lizard. King
Gizzard has appeared on this playlist

three times now. They’re one of those
bands that has just a ridiculously
large discography featuring a wide
variety of genres. They basically
founded the Australian modern
psychedelic rock scene. They rocked
so Tame Impala could run (Sorry,
that may well be the worst thing I’ve
ever written). The minimalistic synth
melody isn’t exactly an earworm but
it’s definitely easy to listen to, and
I’m sure King Gizzard feels like same
way because they milk that melody
for all its worth, structuring the
entire song around it. This song is
definitely a people pleaser, which is
not the norm when compared to the
rest of King Gizzard’s discography.
Magenta Mountain dips its toes into
the waters of popular music while
still maintaining their psychedelic
roots.
Girlie, Alexandra Savior. In
volume 11 I made pretty strong
comparisons between Alexandra
Savior and Lana Del Ray. I’m not
totally walking that back but I
would like to expand on it. Savior
is clearly inspired by Del Ray, their
voices are extremely similar, and
aesthetically they are very much
alike. Where Savior distinguishes
herself is in the structure of her
songs and in the way she takes a
somewhat different disposition
with her vocals. A lot of Del

Ray’s music features these sort of
marching-haunting and ghostly
vocals (I say that in the objective
sense, not sentimentality). Savior
replicates this somewhat but
her vocals are more on the Billie
Eilish side of the moody teenage
girl music scale. A lot of Del Ray’s
music has very little structure,
she sings in these long drawling
verses in songs that often feature
no chorus and feel somewhat
improvisational. Savior’s music is
structured in a way that is closer
to your common sad, romantic
pop song and is more comparable
to artists like Fay Webster, or even
Orion Sun.
A lot of that is in the drumbeat,
something Del Ray rarely uses.
Instead, her vocals are often
accompanied only by rhythmic
pianos. Also, while doing research to
back up some of the statements I’ve
just made, I found out that Lana Del
Ray’s Born to Die is ten years old.
After reading this, I immediately
grew a long, gray beard, looked up
and realized that Sean Hannity was
on my TV. I tried to scream but was
unable to because my mouth was
full of tapioca pudding because I am
an old man now, apparently. A few
years ago, I watched Lana preform
at Hollywood Forever cemetery,
I feel like the next time I see her
there it’s going to be because we’re
buried next to each other.
Manhattan, Cat Power. “Manhattan”
by Cat Power is one of those songs
that has been considered for every
volume of Long Distance Listening
Party but cut at the last minute for
something else. Another example of
this would be “Talk Talk” by Talk
Talk, which will almost certainly
appear in an upcoming article when
I need to fill out the song list. The
minimalistic drums and rhythm
piano, paired with jaded soft vocals,
remind me a lot of Lorde. I think
it would be fair to call Lorde a
contemporary of artists like Cat
Power. Cat Power is most well
known for her covers of songs like
“Sea of Love,” “Stay,” and “(I Can’t
Get No) Satisfaction,” but she’s an
extremely talented song writer and
doesn’t get nearly enough credit for
her non-cover songs.
Miles Erickson is a recent graduate
of CalArts, published author, and
currently enrolled in a prestigious,
four-year, student loan repayment
program Long Distance Listening
Party’s vague intention is to discuss
topics framed in the context of what
I’m currently listening to.
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July Events
n

Emergency Preparedness Meeting In-Person and
on ZOOM, Saturday, July 9, 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
As extreme drought conditions persist, increasing
the risk of wildland fire activity in Topanga and
across the state, it is critical that residents are ready
for potential disasters.
Meet Topanga’s finest emergency organizations
and L.A.County first responders to learn from the
professionals how to build your safety evacuation
plan. Learn from them how to prepare for fires and
other emergencies well ahead of a wildfire. Former
Sheriffs Deputy Mark Winn will give presentations
on various aspects of preparedness and evacuations.
Attendees who live in Topanga or work in the
canyon as caregivers will also be able to purchase
Topanga Access Cards, which display your Zone
Number (topangasurvival.files.wordpress.com) to
help expedite re-entry to the canyon when officers
deem it safe to return. To obtain or renew an
Access Card and make an appointment, contact
the Topanga Canyon Town Council at: (310) 4553001; or Lindsay Zook at: (310) 560-8931.
TheTopanga Library is located at 122 North
Topanga Canyon Blvd., Topanga CA 90290.
To access the meeting via ZOOM, email:
contact@topangatowncouncil.org to receive an
invitation.

edu/planetarium. July’s friendly presentations
will cover new developments in “Ground-based
Telescopes” (July 8), about a highly capable
ground-based telescopes that are expected to
shed new light on dark matter this year (July 8 and
15). Gerard O’Neill’s “Space Colony Concepts,”
(July 22), and “The Lure of Icy Moons”, (July
29), all at 8 p.m. These shows are preceded by a
virtual digest of the popular “Night Sky Show”
at 7 p.m. with the latest news in astronomy and
space exploration and a Q & A with planetarium
lecturers. To attend the shows: Free Zoom at
smc.edu/planetarium; or download free Zoom
software at zoom.com.

on July 6. Only one entry per category per person
is accepted. Winners of each category will receive
a prize package. To learn more and enter: https://
capturethedark.darksky.org/2022. Submissions are
due no later than July 21. The International DarkSky Associaton (IDA) is the leading organization
combatting light pollution worldwide. Learn more
at darksky.org

COURTESY JOHN DRESCHER PLANETARIUM

n

n
Friday Evening Virtual Events. Santa Monica
College’s John Drescher Planetarium continues
its free, live virtual shows presented online at smc.

“Capture the Dark” Photography Contest. The
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA)
announces its third annual “Capture the Dark”
Photography Contest presented by Visit Utah
(visitutah.com) is now open for submissions!
It’s free to enter and open to entrants of all skill
levels worldwide. This year, there are a total of
nine contest categories. One photograph will be
presented with a “People’s Choice Award” based
on votes by the public. The voting round begins

Shasta Heart Lake
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Passages
Cory Taylor (1965-2022)

C

ory Taylor passed away from complications
of cancer on March 4th at the age of 56.
An award-winning documentary filmmaker
& author, Cory had been a Topanga Canyon
resident since 2013.
Originally from the bay area, Cory attended
UC Santa Cruz before transferring to UCLA in
1986, majoring in Theatre, Film, and Television.
After graduating from UCLA, Cory began his
professional career as a receptionist at National
Geographic Television. He impressed his
superiors with his work ethic and determination
to contribute to the company mission, eventually
leading him to become a cinematographer and
sound editor. He chased tornadoes in the Midwest,
documented volcanoes in the Caribbean, and
chucked dynamite out of the side of a helicopter to
film avalanches in Alaska. In 1999, his hard work
parlayed into an Emmy win for sound editing for
the film, Avalanche: The White Death.
Complementing his professional career, Cory
was a practicing Buddhist who began studying
the teachings of the internationally renowned
UN Peace Medal recipient and philosopher, Dr.
Daisaku Ikeda. The key-tenets of respect for life
and valuing democratic principles helped launch
a new phase in Cory’s career as he began to
pursue documentary filmmaking to tell stories
of human triumph over violence and strife.
In 2007, Cory co-founded Agora Productions
with producing partner Darin Nellis. Their first
feature explored the Velvet Revolution which
toppled the Soviet regime in Czechoslovakia.
Narrated by Jeremy Irons, The Power of the
Powerless investigates the difficult road to peace
taken on by famous dissidents such as Vaclav
Havel, as well as the importance of educating
younger generations on efforts to peacefully
unseat totalitarian regimes from power. Later,
Cory wrote and directed JFK: A President
Betrayed, which analyzes efforts on behalf of

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIE ANN TAYLOR

Cory at DC shoot for JFK: A President Betrayed

John F. Kennedy to negotiate back-channel
peace agreements with Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev, despite intense opposition from
his own government. The film was narrated by
Academy Award winner Morgan Freeman.
In 2012, Cory was diagnosed with multiple
myeloma, a bone marrow cancer. Though his
prognosis was just 3-5 years, Cory chose to live
audaciously. As luck would have it, he found Dr.
James R. Berenson, who is ranked among the top
eight doctors in the world for treating multiple

myeloma. Cory often undertook cutting edge
treatment and in some cases was the only person
in the world on his combination of medicines.
Through this, he was able to extend his life,
continue his many projects and help others with a
similar prognosis.
While bedridden and recovering from
compression fractures, Cory began a four-year
research and writing odyssey in which he explored
the rise of Adolf Hitler after the end of World War
One. Cory victoriously published “How Hitler
Was Made: Germany and the Rise of the Perfect
Nazi,” in 2018, which received numerous plaudits
from the public and experts alike. Unlike the many
books that focus on Hitler after he took power in
1933, the book frames the Nazi leader’s early years
from 1918 to 1924 in the context of the fascinating
and diabolical characters who encouraged,
nurtured, and ultimately lost control of him. Up
until it’s publication, no other work examines in
detail the competing aspirations of the German
left and right as a cause for Hitler’s rise.
Cory’s last project as screenwriter and coeditor is the soon-to-be-released film entitled
“OLEG.” A documentary feature narrated by
Brian Cox, it tells the story of actor Oleg Vidov,
known as the “Russian Robert Redford” who
grappled with his role in Russia’s propaganda
machine, ultimately defecting to the U.S. to
pursue the American dream. There will be a
special benefit screening online and in person
on Sunday, July 10 at the Saban Theatre in Los
Angeles. All proceeds will benefit the Institute
for Myeloma and Bone Cancer Research. For
more information: imbcr.org/oleg/
To his last days, Cory believed that individual
potential and respect for human rights would
change our world for the better. He is survived
by his wife Julie, his son, Liam, a brother Jess,
and hundreds of friends who will never forget
the value he brought to their lives.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LYN SHERMAN

Richard Newton Sherman, 1937-2021

R

ichard Newton Sherman, aka “Dick
Sherman” died peacefully on December
30, 2021, in Canoga Park with his wife and her
bloodhound by his side. He is preceded in death
by his father, Hoyt Leon Sherman, his mother
Rachael Way Sherman, and his younger brother
Bruce (Jed) Sherman. He has three nephews
who live in Northern California, Jesse Sherman,
Jubal Sherman, and Lennon Sheldon.
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Richard graduated from the OSU “University
School” in Columbus, Ohio in 1955. After a few
years of attending college classes and working at
the local hardware store, he and a friend drove
West on Route 66, landing in Hermosa Beach,
CA, just in time a for a stock car race. Richard
never left California and lived in Topanga, CA
until his death 62 years later.
Richard was a well-known contractor

in Malibu and Topanga for over 60 years,
specializing in underground utilities and septic
systems. If you needed a job or to get a job
done, he was your man. His fleet of bright green
“Topanga Underground” trucks were known
throughout the area. His world revolved around
his employees, his fellow contractors, and later
his wife and their cats and dogs.
In 1991 he married his high school
sweetheart, Karolyn “Lyn” Mumma, and they
lived in Topanga for the next 30 years until
her recent move to Vancouver, WA, after her
retirement. Richard maintained “he had to
work” so he stayed in Canoga Park working and
commuting to Vancouver until his health issues
made it impossible for him to fly. During the
last few years of his life he lived in Canoga Park,
assisted by Carol Montes, her brother Carly, and
their family. We are grateful for that because
without them Richard could not have lived
independently.
There will be a memorial service on Sunday,
July 24th, from 2-5 p.m. at 1909 Topanga Canyon
Blvd, Topanga, CA 90290. RSVP is required.
Send to ShermanMemorial724@gmail.com.
Serena Wiley is coordinating the event and has
set up a GoFundMe account to help pay for the
memorial: GoFundMe.com/Richard-ShermanTopanga. Additional money over and above the
cost of the event will be donated in Richard’s
name to The Blue Bell Cat Foundation in Laguna
Beach, CA, in Richard’s name.
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Lic. 585114

Ray Roldan
Travis Roldan
818.477.7932
818.288.7078
BODY • MIND • HEART • SOUL

of the Seventh Ray

Holistic Wellness
& Healing

Creek side dining for
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
& Sunday Brunch.

Dianne Porchia, MA, DMBM

A perfect place for that
special moment Weddings,
Events & Private Parties

310.455.2851
porchiaswish.com

(310) 455-1311
128 Old Topanga Canyon
Road, Topanga, CA 90290

LIFE IN BALANCE

innoftheseventhray.com

Healing the Human Experience
Erin Valente Therapy
LMFT#128267

Featured in
HEAL Documentary

TEXT TOPANGA TANYA
WHEN YOU ARE READY
TO BUY SELL OR INVEST
TANYA STARCEVICH REALTOR

®

Offering virtual sessions for
Couples, Families, Individuals

Ranked Top 10% Keller Williams
Pacific Palisades | Malibu | Topanga

30-minute complimentary
consultation sessions available

T: 310.774.3824 | C:310.739.4216
tanyastarcevich@gmail.com
www.tanyashouses.com

262.729.3317 | erinvalentelmft@gmail.com

Broker #01499010 | BRE Lic #01864259

THE MARKETPLACE
Serving Your Business through Ours
• Small Ads for Big Ideas
• Affordable $60/month
• We will design for you
Contact us:
ads@thecanyonchronicle.com
310.460.9786
The Canyon Chronicle
P.O. Box 1101, Topanga CA 90290

GRAPHIC
DESIGN
nira lichten

awards-winning graphic designer

310.460.9340 | niraten.com
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Pritchett-RapfTOPANGA
Realtors

Offices in Malibu & Topanga

(310) 455-4363 • PRTopanga.com
Call for more information!

AMAZING MOUNTAIN VIEWS
21910 CALLADO WAY
Enjoy amazing views from this cozy
California bungalow with detached rental.
Close to Edelman Park (MRCA-SMMC Open
Space) trails. Property touches park owned
land to the East and has room to grow on
the West. Main house is a major fixer. Rest
under the majestic oak trees and live the
Topanga dream as you polish this diamond
in the rough. Call agent for details!

For Sale at $679,500

William Preston Bowling

(310) 428-5085
DRE# 01393337

IN ESCROW
Old Topanga Canyon Blvd. 3 Bed | 2 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$5,000,000

Perfect combo of country living and business opportunity. Topanga’s original gem,
this was one of the original homes in this corner of the canyon. Since 2005, it has
hosted a successful private facility offering dog training, boarding, and daycare.

4 Bed | 3 Bath
Horseshoe Drive
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

Mid-century modern mountain home boasts floor to ceiling windows and captures Topanga
State Park. Located at the end of the quiet cul-de-sac. The open floor plan has sliding glass
doors from the living and dining room to the entertainer size decks to drink in nature.

SOLD
Ensenada Dr., Woodland Hills 3 Bed | 2 Bath
Christine Kapetan - (310) 804-8336

$900,000

Charming haven close to fantastic hiking, restaurants and shops. Easy access to
PCH and Ventura Blvd. Large studio space has a second kitchenette and bath.
Perfect spot South of Blvd on tree lined street.

SOLD
BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL
Zuniga Road
$599,000
William Preston Bowling
1.5 acres
(310) 428-5085

LOCAL & GLOBAL

$2,000,000

SOLD
Callon Drive
2 Bed | 2 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$675,000

One of a kind opportunity, first time on the market in 50 years. Lovingly lived in.
Original Topanga cabin surrounded by multi-million dollar homes. A blank canvas
to exercise your creativity, call it home while you restore it.

IN ESCROW
HUGE BUILDING SITE WITH OCEAN VIEWS
Hawks Nest Trail
$405,000
William Preston Bowling
2.5 acre
(310) 428-5085

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

LAND
MOUNTAIN VIEW LOT OUTSIDE COASTAL
Callado Way
$162,000
William Preston Bowling
0.42 acre
(310) 428-5085

CalDRE 00528707

